Introduction
Human kinetochores are complex molecular machines that assemble on a centromere that spans mega bases of DNA and ensure bi-orientation, congression and disjunction of sister chromatids during mitosis (Cleveland et al, 2003) . Kinetochores execute three main functions: (1) they form a structure that is compatible with tight, but dynamic binding to the plus-end of spindle microtubules (MTs); (2) they modulate MT dynamics and kinesin-like proteins to generate the forces necessary to drive chromosome movement and (3) they generate spindle checkpoint signals that block cells before initiation of anaphase in the presence of unattached or tension-free kinetochores (Musacchio and Hardwick, 2002; Musacchio and Salmon, 2007) . Bioinformatic and biochemical studies have demonstrated that kinetochores contain a structural core composed of two conserved protein-protein interaction networks called KMN and CENP-A NAC/CAD (De Wulf et al, 2003; Nekrasov et al, 2003; Cheeseman et al, 2004 Cheeseman et al, , 2006 Obuse et al, 2004; Liu et al, 2005; Foltz et al, 2006; Meraldi et al, 2006; Okada et al, 2006) . The KMN network is composed of three complexes that are required for distinct functions: the NDC80 complex that is essential for MT-kinetochore attachment and spindle checkpoint signaling (Kline-Smith et al, 2005) , the MIND/Mis12 complex that is essential for spindle checkpoint signaling and contributes to kinetochore-based force generation (Kline et al, 2006; McAinsh et al, 2006) , and KNL-1/Spc105 that links MIND and NDC80 . Importantly, the KMN network binds to MTs directly in vitro and is conserved in all eukaryotes Meraldi et al, 2006; Wei et al, 2007) .
The CENP-A NAC/CAD network is only partially conserved with corresponding protein-protein interaction networks identified in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (CTF19 complex) and Schizosaccharomyces pombe (Sim4 complex; Cheeseman et al, 2002; Liu et al, 2005) . These three networks require the centromeric histone-H3 variant CENP-A for kinetochore binding. Moreover, bioinformatic analysis reveals that they are built up from a set of common orthologues ( Figure 1A CENPÀK , CENP-P, CENP-Q, CENP-R and CENP-S). This designation is based on their biochemical isolation: NAC proteins were purified in association with CENP-A nucleosomes, whereas CAD proteins could only be purified with NAC proteins (Foltz et al, 2006) . Work with S. cerevisiae has demonstrated that the counterpart of CENP-A NAC/CAD, the CTF19 complex, consists of several stable biochemical subcomplexes that denote distinct functional units of the kinetochore (De Wulf et al, 2003; McAinsh et al, 2003) . However, it is unknown whether designation of proteins as 'NAC' or 'CAD' reflects a similar functional organization, since the exact function(s) of CENP-A NAC/ CAD proteins is uncertain; depletion of NAC and CAD proteins in human or chicken cells causes chromosome congression defects (Liu et al, 2003; Minoshima et al, 2005;  challenge in the kinetochore field is to define the precise function of CENP-A NAC/CAD and to understand how it interacts with the core KMN network at the functional level. We have therefore addressed the following three key questions in this paper by combining functional cell biological assays, small interfering RNA (siRNA)-mediated protein depletion, high-resolution microscopy and live-cell imaging:
(1) are components of the human CENP-A NAC/CAD network responsible for different kinetochore functions? (2) How would these different CENP-A NAC/CAD components cooperate with one another to modulate kinetochore function? (3) How does CENP-A NAC/CAD functionally interact with the KMN network?
Results
Loading of CENP-A NAC/CAD kinetochore components during the cell cycle To investigate the function and organization of CENP-A NAC/ CAD, we first focused on two NAC proteins (CENP-H and Immunofluorescence images of mitotic or interphase HeLa cells transfected with control or siChl4R RNA and stained with DAPI (DNA), CENP-A antisera (kinetochores; red) and Chl4R preimmune or antisera (green) (D); or transfected with control or siCENP-H RNA and stained with DAPI (DNA), CENP-A antisera (kinetochores; red) CENP-H pre-immune or antisera (green) (E). Scale bar ¼ 10 mm.
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CENPÀN ) and one CAD protein (Mcm21R  CENPÀO ) . We chose these proteins because different phenotypes have been reported for the depletion of CENP-H and Chl4R (congression defects; Fukagawa et al, 2001; Foltz et al, 2006), or Mcm21R (monopolar spindles; McAinsh et al, 2006) . We first raised polyclonal antibodies against human CENP-H and Chl4R (antibodies against Mcm21R were available; McAinsh et al, 2006) . By immunoblotting, CENP-H antisera recognized a 34-kDa band in whole-cell extracts and Chl4R antisera recognized a 38-kDa band. Depletion of CENP-H or Chl4R with siRNA abolished the 34-or 38-kDa bands, confirming the specificity of our antibodies ( Figure 1B and C) . These antibodies were next tested by immunofluorescence on HeLa cells in conjunction with CENP-A antisera (kinetochore marker) and DAPI (DNA marker). Previous studies demonstrated that CENP-H localizes to kinetochores (Fukagawa et al, 2001) , but Chl4R has been only examined as a GFP-tagged fusion protein (Foltz et al, 2006) . Both CENP-H and Chl4R antisera (but not the corresponding preimmune sera) recognized kinetochores in interphase and mitotic cells ( Figure 1D and E). This staining was specific, as in both cases depletion of CENP-H or Chl4R by siRNA reduced the kinetochore signal more than 20-fold in over 95% of the cells, whereas a control siRNA had no effect ( Figure 1D and E, and data not shown). These results validated the specificity of our CENP-H and Chl4R antibodies and siRNAs. Previous studies have found that CENP-H levels at kinetochores are constant during the cell cycle (Fukagawa et al, 2001) , whereas Mcm21R levels are highest during interphase and diminished by 50% during mitosis Figure 2C Figure S3A and Figure 2D-I) . Surprisingly, depletion of Mcm21R caused up to a two-fold increase in the levels of kinetochore-bound Chl4R, CENP-H, Ndc80 and Nuf2R while leaving Nnf1R levels unaffected ( Figure 2D -H). These increases in kinetochore-bound levels are unlikely to be caused by epitope masking, as in each case we obtained similar results with several antibodies (antibodies against two proteins in the NDC80 complex, two polyclonal antibodies for CENP-H and two polyclonal antibodies for Chl4R; Figure 2 ; Supplementary Figure S3D ). Based on these results we conclude that CENP-A NAC/CAD contains at least two classes of proteins: Mcm21R belongs to a first class of proteins (Class I), which appears to modulate the kinetochore-bound levels of the NDC80 complex, and a second class (Class II) of protein that includes CENP-H and Chl4R. Class II proteins are not required for binding of the MIND and NDC80 complexes, but are required for kinetochore binding of at least two other CENP-A NAC/CAD subunits.
Functional independence of CENP-A NAC/CAD, MIND and NDC80
We next investigated how the dependency relationships between the CENP-A NAC/CAD, MIND and NDC80 complexes reflect their kinetochore functions. Our dependency experiments predict that MIND functions independently of Chl4R/CENP-H, while Chl4R and CENP-H should be interdependent at the functional level. Previous studies have reported that depletion of CENP-A NAC/CAD proteins causes chromosome congression defects (Fukagawa et al, 2001; Foltz et al, 2006; Kline et al, 2006; McAinsh et al, 2006 Figure S4 ). As a first functional assay, we performed live-cell imaging of HeLa cells stably expressing Histone2B-GFP to monitor chromosome congression. Specifically, depleted cells were imaged every 3 min for 8 h ( Figure 3A To confirm these results and quantify the number of unaligned chromosomes at higher resolution, we used immunofluorescence on HeLa cells treated with MG132 for 30 min before fixation. The proteasome inhibitor MG132 blocks cells at multiple points in the cell cycle, including an arrest at the metaphase-anaphase transition independent of the spindle checkpoint (Rock et al, 1994) . The fixed cells were stained with DAPI and sera against a-tubulin (MT marker) and CENP-E (kinetochore marker). In cells containing a metaphase plate indicating arrest at the metaphase-anaphase transition, we quantified the number of uncongressed chromosomes. Chromosomes were considered uncongressed if they were outside of a rectangular area encompassing the central 30% of the spindle ( Figure 3H ). We found that CENP-H or Chl4R depletion caused chromosome congression defects in 43 and 56% of metaphase cells, respectively (versus 18.5% following control depletion; Figure 3G and I). Simultaneous depletion of CENP-H and Chl4R did not result in any additive effect (53% of cells with unaligned chromosomes; Figure 3G and I). In contrast, co-depletion of CENP-H and Nnf1R resulted in an additive effect when compared with single depletions (80% of cells with unaligned chromosomes following siNnf1R þ siCENP-H treatment versus 54% in Nnf1R-depleted cells; Figure 3G and I). We therefore conclude that CENP-H and Chl4R are required to efficiently align the chromosomes on a metaphase plate as part of a single process that is distinct from MIND function.
Our dependency experiments also indicated that the NDC80 complex remains kinetochore bound following depletion of CENP-H. To confirm that NDC80 is still functional in the absence of CENP-A NAC/CAD, we tested whether kinetochores in control, siCENP-H, siNuf2R or siCENP-H þ siNuf2R treated cells bind to MTs in a cold-stable assay. This assay is based on the observation that abrupt cooling of cells to 41C causes the depolymerization of MTs that are not bound to kinetochores, while kinetochore-bound MTs (k-fibers) remain stable (Salmon and Begg, 1980) . We first confirmed by quantitative immunofluorescence that Nuf2R and CENP-H were depleted to the same level in double transfections as in single siRNA transfections ( Figure 4A ). Cells were then treated with ice-cold medium and processed for immunofluorescence using a-tubulin and CREST antibodies. Mitotic control cells subjected to such a treatment maintained a high number of stable k-fibers, demonstrating a robust MT-kinetochore attachment ( Figure 4B ). In contrast, most MTs of Nuf2R-depleted mitotic cells were depolymerized, as previously found ( Figure 4B ; Kline-Smith et al, 2005) . Importantly, the MTs were stable in CENP-H-depleted cells but depolymerized in cells co-depleted for CENP-H and Nuf2R ( Figure 4B ). The fact that CENP-H-depleted cells only lose stable MT-kinetochore attachment following Nuf2R depletion confirms that CENP-H depletion alone does not abrogate the MT-binding function of the NDC80 complex at kinetochores, and that active NDC80 is loaded on kinetochores independently of CENP-H.
CENP-H-Chl4R depletion suppresses the monopolar spindle phenotype caused by Mcm21R depletion
How does the phenotype of CENP-H-Chl4R depletion (Class II) relate to that of Mcm21R (Class I)-depleted cells? The striking feature of Mcm21R-depleted cells is that their kinetochores inhibit bipolar spindle formation, causing an increase in monopolar spindles . Consistently, monitoring of spindle assembly in HeLa cells stably expressing H2B-GFP (chromosome marker) and a-tubulin-mRFP (spindle marker) revealed that 38% of Mcm21R-depleted cells fail to establish a bipolar spindle within the first 12 min after NBD (versus 5% in control depleted cells; Figure 5A and B). However, live-cell imaging also showed that CENP-H or Chl4R depletion does not perturb bipolar spindle assembly ( Figure 5A CENPÀN . (A) Quantification of Nuf2R and CENP-H levels on kinetochores in cells treated with control, siCENP-H, siNuf2R or siCENP-H þ siNuf2R RNAs (as described in Figure 2 ). (B) Cells treated with siRNAs as described in panel A were subjected to cold treatment for 10 min before fixation and staining with anti-a-tubulin (green) and CREST antisera (red). Scale bar ¼ 10 mm. To distinguish between these possibilities, we first depleted both CENP-H or Chl4R and Mcm21R by siRNA, and followed spindle assembly by time-lapse microscopy. We found that the vast majority (91% compared with 95% in control cells) of double siChl4R þ siMcm21R-or siCENP-H þ siMcm21R-transfected cells assembled a bipolar spindle within the first 12 min after NBD ( Figure 5A and B) . Quantification of Mcm21R levels by immunofluorescence and immunoblotting in single and double depleted cells confirmed that this rescue was not due to incomplete depletion of Mcm21R ( Figure 5C ; Supplementary Figure S5) . We therefore can exclude that cytoplasmic Mcm21R rescues bipolar spindle assembly, and conclude that the monopolar spindles observed in Mcm21R depleted cells require CENP-H/Chl4R at kinetochores. We next specifically removed the excessive amount of kinetochore-bound CENP-H in cells depleted of Mcm21R, using a partial CENP-H depletion combined with a full Mcm21R depletion ( Figure 5D ; for experimental details see Materials and methods). We found that 42% of the cells failed to form a bipolar spindle within 12 min after NBD ( Figure 5A and B) . We conclude that in the absence of Mcm21R even normal levels of CENP-H are sufficient to disrupt bipolar spindle formation.
CENP-A NAC/CAD modulates NDC80 levels at kinetochores
While the MT-binding NDC80 complex is loaded independently of CENP-A NAC/CAD, our dependency experiments also showed that the levels of the NDC80 were elevated in Mcm21R-depleted cells and normal in CENP-H-depleted cells ( Figures 2H, I and 6A ). Co-depletion of Mcm21R and CENP-H restored normal Ndc80 levels at kinetochores, indicating that kinetochore binding by Ndc80 can be modulated by CENP-A NAC/CAD ( Figure 6A ). This effect was specific for NDC80, as we found no evidence that the levels of another MT-binding kinetochore protein, CENP-E kinesin, were regulated by CENP-H or Mcm21R ( Figure 6B) . A key regulator of the NDC80 complex is the Aurora B kinase (DeLuca et al, 2006) . It is therefore possible that an increase in the kinetochore binding of NDC80 reflects a misregulation of Aurora B, which could potentially cause monopolar spindles. However, we again found no evidence that CENP-A NAC/CAD regulates the levels of Aurora B at kinetochores ( Figure 6C ). In addition, treatment of Mcm21R-depleted cells with the Aurora B kinase inhibitor ZM1 at concentrations that inhibited cytokinesis (data not shown; see also Ditchfield et al, 2003) 
did not
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The EMBO Journal & 2007 European Molecular Biology Organization rescue the monopolar spindle phenotype ( Figure 6D and E). Importantly ZM1 treatment by itself did not cause monopolar spindles (data not shown; Ditchfield et al, 2003) . This indicates that failure in bipolar spindle formation in Mcm21R-depleted cells is not mediated by Aurora B activity. Overall, we conclude that CENP-A NAC/CAD can modulate NDC80 levels at kinetochores, even though at this point we have no evidence that these changes are linked to the monopolar spindles in Mcm21R-depleted cells.
Classification of further CENP-A NAC/CAD subunits
Finally, we investigated whether any further CAD subunits of the CENP-A NAC/CAD complex were required for bipolar spindle formation. We first treated cells with siRNAs against the CAD components Fta1R CENPÀL , Sim4R CENPÀK or CENP-I, and validated the specificity of our RNAi depletions by immunofluorescence or western blot analysis (see Supplementary Figure S6) . Next, by live-cell imaging we tested whether these depletions affected chromosome congression and/or bipolar spindle formation. Depletion of all three proteins resulted in chromosome congression errors as previously shown (data not shown; Foltz et al, 2006; Okada et al, 2006) , whereas only Fta1R depletion impaired bipolar spindle formation resulting in monopolar spindles in 74% of mitotic cells ( Figure 7A and B). To exclude that this phenotype was caused by off-target effects, we confirmed using immunofluorescence in fixed cells that a second siRNA targeted against Fta1R caused the accumulation of monopolar spindles (Supplementary Figure S6H) . These data suggest that Fta1R, like Mcm21R, may be a Class I protein that is required for bipolar spindle assembly, while Sim4R and CENP-I, along with CENP-H and Chl4R, are Class II proteins.
A first prediction of such a classification is that Sim4R and CENP-I should be required for the binding of Class I and Class II proteins to kinetochores. Indeed, Sim4R, CENP-I, CENP-H and Mcm21R failed to bind kinetochores in the absence of either Sim4R or CENP-I ( Figure 7C-F) . Moreover, we found that Sim4R and CENP-I, like CENP-H and Chl4R, did not require Mcm21R to bind to kinetochores ( Figure 7C-F) . A second, more functional prediction is that depletion of Sim4R or CENP-I should rescue the spindle assembly defect in Mcm21R-depleted cells. We found that the vast majority (83 and 100% compared with 95% in control cells) of double siSim4R þ siMcm21R-or siCENP-I þ Mcm21R-transfected cells assembled a bipolar spindle within the first 12 min after NBD ( Figure 7G and L). We thus conclude that CENP-I and Sim4R together with CENP-H and Chl4R function as Class II proteins at kinetochores.
We next tested whether failure in bipolar spindle formation in Fta1R-depleted cells occurs through a mechanism similar to that found in Mcm21R-depleted cells. This appears to be the case as simultaneous depletion of Mcm21R and Fta1R did not have an additive effect on the percentage of monopolar spindles in a fixed-cell assay (Supplementary Figure S6H) . Moreover, co-depletion of CENP-H in Fta1R-depleted cells strongly reduced the occurrence of monopolar spindles at T ¼ 12 min (14 versus 75% in siFta1R-treated cells; Figure 7A and B). We therefore conclude that Fta1R is a Class I protein in that its depletion causes a CENP-H-dependent failure in bipolar spindle assembly. We did however notice a number of key differences between Fta1R-and Mcm21R-depleted cells; although Mcm21R requires Fta1R to bind kinetochores ( Figure 7C ), we found that the levels of kinetochore-bound CENP-H and Ndc80 were not increased as in Mcm21R-depleted cells, but rather reduced to 33 and 70%, respectively ( Figure 7I and J) . This indicated that Fta1R depletion does not affect kinetochores in the same way as Mcm21R depletion. We furthermore observed that Fta1R-depleted cells with monopolar spindles failed to enter anaphase, suggesting an active spindle checkpoint, in contrast to Mcm21R-depleted cells with monopolar spindles, which are known to lack a functional spindle checkpoint . To confirm this difference we treated control, Fta1R-and Mcm21R-depleted cells for 16 h with nocodazole, a drug that depolymerizes MTs leading to spindle checkpoint activation and a high mitotic index. While Mcm21R-depleted cells failed to arrest in mitosis (mitotic index of 12%), Fta1R and control depleted cells had an intact spindle checkpoint response (mitotic index of 60 and 58%; Figure 7K ). Overall we conclude that even though Fta1R and Mcm21R depletions perturb kinetochore function in different ways, depletion of either of these Class I proteins impairs bipolar spindle formation in a CENP-H-dependent manner.
Discussion
In this paper we have used a combination of siRNA-mediated protein depletion, quantitative immunofluorescence and livecell imaging to determine the functional organization of the CENP-A NAC/CAD protein-protein interaction network. Recent studies have subdivided this network into separate subcomplexes using data from experiments based on dependency (Okada et al, 2006) or affinity purification (Foltz et al, 2006) . However, the reported number and subunit composition of such subcomplexes was not in agreement. By taking a function-based approach we show that CENP-A NAC/CAD subunits can be assigned to one of at least two distinct binding, whereas the reverse is not true ( Figure 7H ; Okada et al, 2006) ; (2) a functional spindle checkpoint is only abrogated after Mcm21R depletion; (3) depletion of Fta1R or Mcm21R differentially affects the subunit composition of the kinetochore. Depletion of Class II proteins (CENP-H, Chl4R CENPÀN , CENP-I and Sim4R CENPÀK ) causes chromosome congression defects, but does not perturb bipolar spindle formation. Therefore, depletion of the CAD proteins CENP-I and Sim4R phenocopies the depletion of the NAC proteins Chl4R CENPÀN or CENP-H. These findings demonstrate that the simple separation of proteins into 'NAC' or 'CAD' does not reflect the functional organization of the network. In contrast, the dependency experiments by Okada and co-workers fits much better with the functional organization of the CENP-A NAC/CAD described in this study. Interestingly, biochemical fractionation of soluble mitotic cell extracts reveals that CENP-A-NAC/CAD is assembled from a set of smaller subcomplexes (Supplementary Figure S7) . These data together with our cell-cycle fluctuation analysis suggests a more complex and dynamic organization that may involve cellcycle-dependent assembly of soluble subcomplexes into larger 'complexes' that form the CENP-A NAC/CAD network on centromeres. Clearly, detailed biochemical and in vitro reconstitution-based experiments will be required to dissect these complicated assembly pathways. The combination of such biochemical experiments with a functional classification, such as that described in this study, will then allow the construction of an accurate structure-function model of the CENP-A NAC/CAD network.
Internal regulation of CENP-A NAC/CAD function
How do these classes of proteins functionally interact within the CENP-A NAC/CAD network? Our data indicate that the Class II proteins, such as CENP-H, CENP-I, Chl4R or Sim4R, are required for binding of Mcm21R at kinetochores, whereas Mcm21R seems to control or counteract the function of Class II proteins on kinetochores. Importantly, the absence of such a control impairs bipolar spindle assembly during mitosis. This is the first example of an antagonistic relationship among two kinetochore proteins/complexes, and has important implications for the understanding of kinetochore function; depletion of a kinetochore protein does not necessarily reveal the function of that particular protein, but can create misfunctioning kinetochores. This is the case for Mcm21R-or Fta1R-depleted kinetochores, which interfere with bipolar spindle assembly in a dominant-negative manner . Crucial challenges will be to understand how Mcm21R antagonizes Class II proteins, and how even low amounts of CENP-H, as seen in Fta1R-depleted cells, can impair spindle formation. One possibility is that Class I and Class II proteins are required for the loading of different plus-end MT-binding proteins, and that the Class I and II depletion phenotypes reflect different combinations of plusend MT-binding proteins (for details see model in Figure 8C) . A second possibility is that Mcm21R binds and directly impairs the function of a Class II protein, building in effect a negative regulatory loop (see model in Figure 8D ). Such a negative regulatory mechanism could modulate flexible and dynamic kinetochore-MT attachments to ensure correct chromosome segregation. Our data indicate that Mcm21R efficiently binds to Sim4R in a yeast two-hybrid assay (Supplementary Figure S8) . However, additional biochemical data will be required to dissect the molecular and functional interactions between Class I and Class II proteins. One crucial aspect will also be to determine whether these proteins are themselves regulated during mitosis. In this regard, it is interesting that the NAC protein CENP-U/CENP-50/PBIP1 is phosphorylated by the protein kinase Plk1 during mitosis (Kang et al, 2006) . Future investigations will be required to determine whether other CENP-A NAC/CAD components are subject to post-translational modifications, and how such modifications might contribute to the functional regulation of this protein network.
Functional interaction between CENP-A NAC/CAD and KMN networks
We found that the CENP-A NAC/CAD network plays an important role in regulating MT-kinetochore attachment and promotes efficient chromosome alignment on the metaphase plate, but is dispensable for MT-attachment per se. Our data indicate that CENP-A NAC/CAD is not required for loading of the KMN network and that it regulates chromosome congression independently of the MIND complex (see Figure 8B ). It is important to note that these findings contradict previous models in which CENP-A NAC/CAD is essential for the loading of the KMN subcomplexes MIND and NDC80 onto kinetochores (Liu et al, 2006; Okada et al, 2006; Kwon et al, 2007) . At the functional level, such a 'linear' model of kinetochore assembly is inconsistent with both our own and other CENP-A NAC/CAD knockdown phenotypes; while NDC80 depletion results in MT attachment failure, loss of CENP-H, CENP-I, Chl4R, CENP-U or CENP-T allows the formation of a partial metaphase plate, which requires stable attachment and bi-orientation of multiple sister kinetochore pairs (Fukagawa et al, 2001; Nishihashi et al, 2002; Liu et al, 2003; Minoshima et al, 2005; Foltz et al, 2006; Okada et al, 2006) . Using a combination of CENP-H and Nuf2R siRNA depletions, we demonstrate that these stable kinetochore-MT attachments require the presence of functional NDC80. Our dependency and epistatic analysis also indicate separate kinetochore functions for CENP-H and Nnf1R, even though their single depletion phenotypes look qualitatively similar. We therefore conclude that CENP-A NAC/CAD is not essential for the loading or the function of the MIND or NDC80 complexes, but rather that it might fine-tune NDC80 function (see below). We note that the closest equivalent of CENP-A NAC/CAD, the Schizosaccharomyces pombe Sim4 complex, behaves in a similar manner; it is dispensable for loading of the KMN complex, as both MIND and NDC80 are recruited to kinetochores in cells with inactivated Sim4 complex subunits (Hayashi et al, 2004; Saitoh et al, 2005) , and genetic evidence suggests cross talk between the KMN and Sim4 complexes (Kerres et al, 2004 (Kerres et al, , 2006 .
What could be the function of CENP-A NAC/CAD if it is not a KMN loading factor? Our data indicate that CENP-A NAC/CAD can modulate the levels of the MT-binding NDC80 complex at kinetochores. We propose that the CENP-A NAC/ CAD network functions as a fine-tuning regulator, which controls MT attachment through other protein complexes such as NDC80. Such a system might reflect the requirement for alterations in kinetochore-MT attachments during the series of stochastic chromosome movements that take place within the complex mechanical system of the mitotic spindle.
We believe that the major goal of future research will be to understand at the molecular level how the CENP-A NAC/CAD network regulates its own activities and fine-tunes the activity of the KMN network and other kinetochore components. One key challenge will be to derive better assays to differentiate the function of complexes with qualitatively similar RNAi depletion phenotypes, for example, MIND and CENP-H. Overall this will allow us to understand how the two core kinetochore protein networks, CENP-A NAC/CAD and KMN, act together as dynamic molecular machines that ensure faithful MT-kinetochore attachment, bipolar spindle assembly and chromosome segregation.
Materials and methods
Cell culture and siRNA, MG132, ZM1 and nocodazole treatment HEK293, HeLa, HeLa H2B-EGFP and HeLa H2B-EGFP/aTubulin RFP were grown as described . siRNA oligonucleotides (Qiagen or Invitrogen) are listed in Supplementary data and were transfected as described (Elbashir et al, 2001) . For all double siRNA experiments, 20 nM of each oligonucleotide was used (e.g., 20 nM siMcm21R þ 20 nM siLaminA), with 40 nM siLaminA being used for the control. For the partial CENP-H siRNA treatment, we used 10 nM siCENP-H þ 20 nM siLaminA or siMcm21R. For MG132 experiments, HeLa cells were treated with 1 mM MG132 for 30 min before fixing for immunofluorescence. For treatment with the Aurora B kinase inhibitor ZM1 (Tocris), cells were treated with 2 mM for 1 h before live-cell imaging. To measure spindle checkpoint activity, cells were treated for 16 h with 100 ng/ml nocodazole and the percentage of cells arrested in mitosis determined by phasecontrast microscopy.
Antibody production
Chl4R cDNA was obtained from ATCC; Sim4R and CENP-I fulllength cDNAs were obtained from Open Biosystems and a CENP-H ORF was synthesized as an Escherichia coli codon-optimized version (GENEART). Polyclonal rabbit antibodies (NEOMPS) were raised against His 6 -tagged Chl4R, a His 6 -tagged fragment of CENP-I (AA 1-202), an untagged Sim4R or GST-tagged CENP-H expressed in E. coli, and purified from inclusion bodies. Peptide antibodies against Aurora B were raised in rabbits against a KENSYPW-PYGRQGC peptide linked to Keyhole Limpet Hemocyanin (Covance). Rabbit anti-Chl4R antibodies were affinity purified against GST-tagged Chl4R, which was expressed in E. coli, purified under native conditions from glutathione-Sepharose beads (GE Healthcare) and covalently bound to an AminoLink Plus Immobilization column (Pierce). The specific antibodies were eluted with 100 mM glycine at pH 2.5.
Immunofluorescence microscopy and live-cell imaging Cells were fixed at room temperature either for 2.5 min in methanol/acetone (1:1) or for 10 min in PTEMF (20 mM Pipes (pH 6.8), 10 mM EGTA, 1 mM MgCl 2 , 0.2% Triton X-100, 4% formaldehyde). For cold-stable assays, cells were incubated in ice-cold medium 10 min before fixation. Primary antibodies are listed in Supplementary data. Cross-adsorbed secondary antibodies were used (Molecular Probes). 3D image stacks were acquired in 0.2-mm steps using a Â 100 or Â 60 oil NA 1.4 objective on an Olympus Deltavision microscope (API) equipped with a DAPI-FITC-Rhod/TR-CY5 filter set (Chroma) and a Coolsnap HQ camera. The 3D image stacks were deconvolved with SoftWorx (API). For quantitative measurements, kinetochore signals were determined and quantified with SoftWorx using the formula % depletion ¼ P 1!n s RNAi ðnÞ À bðnÞ r RNAi ðnÞ À bðnÞ P 1!n s ctrl ðnÞ À bðnÞ r ctrl ðnÞ À bðnÞ with s (signal), b (background) and r (reference signal). For each measurement, levels in at least five cells (50 kinetochores) were determined. For Ndc80, Nuf2R, Nnf1R, CENP-E and Aurora B, signal intensities were measured in mitotic cells. For CENP-H, Mcm21R and Chl4R, CENP-I and Sim4R, intensities were measured in interphase cells as they display the strongest signal. We do however emphasize that we obtained qualitatively the same results when measuring in mitotic cells. For live-cell imaging cells were monitored at 371C in LabTech II (LabTech) chambers in Leibovitz's L-15 medium containing 10% fetal calf serum (GibcoBRL). Images were acquired every 3 min for 8 h using either a Â 20 NA 0.75 or a Â 40 oil NA 1.3 objective on a Olympus Deltavision microscope (API) equipped with a GFP/dsRed (Semrock) or DAPI-FITC-Rhod/ TR-CY5 (Chroma) filter set.
Immunoblotting
Whole-cell lysate preparation and immunoblotting were carried out as described (Meraldi et al, 2004) , using primary antibodies as listed in Supplementary data and anti-mouse and anti-rabbit HRPconjugated secondary antibodies (Amersham).
Supplementary data
Supplementary data are available at The EMBO Journal Online (http://www.embojournal.org).
